Hunter/Jumping Seat
LEVEL 1 • PATTERN B • Tests 1, 4, 5

Video specifications: Horse and rider must be filmed from the camera location noted in the pattern. Measurements are approximations and are merely guidelines when setting up your pattern. Maximum length of video 2 minutes.

Sitting trot one half of the way to the centerpoint of the far end of the arena.

Post the second half on the left diagonal.

Canter a figure eight showing a simple change of lead.

Halt. Reverse and trot on the right diagonal to the corner of the arena. Halt.

Return to lineup or exit at a walk.

“Right” in this pattern is utilized to indicate left or right not correct or incorrect.

This pattern may only be used for:
• 13 & Under
• 14 - 18
• 18 & Under
• 19 & Over

If used at a Regional or National Show, pattern may not be run from the lineup.